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Abstmct- The Spatio-Temporal Array-Receiver (STAR) 
achieves good performance in CDMA with multiple receiv- 
ing antennas where the interference can be characterized 
as AWGN uncorrelated with the signal. To enhance its 
near-far resistance in correlated noise environments, we in- 
troduce optimal combining of the spatio-temporal compo- 
nents. Nearly as good performance can be obtained with 
a low complexity adaptive beamformer combination of the 
antenna and multipath diversity branches. Simulation re- 
sults indicate that the modifled STAR manifests signiflcant 
gain in near-far resistance over its original version, more so 
with more branches. They also suggest that exploiting addi- 
tional temporal correlation flngers as interference references 
can further improve near-far resistance in poor diversity sit- 
uations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The need to improve capacity in wireless mobile com- 

munication systems has recently focused research attention 
on array processing techniques. Array processing was re- 
cently applied to synchronous CDMA [l] to improve the 
capacity of personal communication systems. However, on 
the uplink the received signal cannot be considered syn- 
chronous; and, as a result, receiver structures for asyn- 
chronous CDMA [2,3] have been proposed. One promising 
scheme is the Spatio-Temporal Array-hceiver (STAR) [4]. 
STAR performs blind identification of the channel using 
knowledge of the code of the desired user only and joint 
tracking in space and time with low complexity. Perfor- 
mance in realistic environments merits further attention. 

So far, the behavior of STAR has been studied in a fre- 
quency selective Rayleigh fading environment under the as- 
sumption that the received signal is corrupted by Additive 
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). The AWGN assumption is 
motivated by consideration of the co-channel interference. 
Assuming many co-existing users jointly power-controlled, 
the central limit theorem suggests AWGN-like interference. 
However, we may encounter situations where the white 
noise assumption is not well justified. For example, in 
multi-rate CDMA where some users are assigned a low pro- 
cessing gain (e.g., high speed data applications), while oth- 
ers are assigned a high processing gain (e.g., speech), the 
user with the lower processing gain must use more power 
to achieve the same S N R  after despreadmg. 

In this paper we relax the AWGN assumption and in- 
vestigate the beamformer behavior in colored noise. In 
particular, we investigate the impact of a single user trans- 
mitting at a much higher power level. This user is referred 
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to below as the jammer. 
We introduce a new adaptive beamformer structure to 

replace the Maximal Ratio Combiner (MRC) used in the 
original version of STAR [4]. This structure is an adaptive 
implementation [5] of the optimal beamformer [6], a com- 
biner whose theoretical advantages are already established 
in wireless communications (see [7] and references therein). 
The optimal beamformer significantly enhances the near- 
far resistance of STAR as confirmed by simulations. 

11. SIGNAL MODEL AND DESCRIPTION OF STAR 

For the sake of completeness, the signal model and the 
description of STAR are reviewed here. The presentation 
is very brief, but details are available in [4]. 

A.  Signal Model 
We consider a cellular CDMA system where each base- 

station is equipped with a receiving antenna of M sensors. 
We assume the general case of a selective fading environ- 
ment where the number of paths is denoted by P .  We also 
define the processing gain L and use the following data 
model after despreading, referred to as the postcorrelation 
model (PCM) [4]. 

The received signal vector from the antenna array is 
decorrelated by the code of the desired user, sampled at 
the chip rate and framed at the bit rate, resulting in the 
post-correlation observation matrix Z,: 

Z n  N bn$nGnTnDz + N n  = bn$nHn + N n  9 (1) 

where s, = b,& is the signal component, b, is the trans- 
mitted DBPSK data sequence and $J: is the total received 
power. G, E C M x P  is the steering matrix, Tn E C p x p  
is a diagonal matrix of power ratios summing to 1 over all 
paths, D, E CLXp is a matrix whose columns are replicas 
of the correlation function of the chip shaping pulse, each 
time-shifted by one of the P multipath delays 71, . . . , rp. 
Finally, the total spatio-temporal channel-response matrix 
is given by Hn E C M x L  and 8, E C M x L  is the spatio- 
temporal noise matrix. We abandon here the previous as- 
sumption that it is uncorrelated [4]. 

The matrices Z,, H, and N, are transformed into 
(ML)-dimensional vectors by concatenating their columns, 
leaving one spatio-temporal column vector: 

where &) a, and E,, denote the resulting vectors. 
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B. Description of STAR 
STAR performs acquisition and tracking. The demodu- 

lation of the received signal is initiated by acquisition which 
involves identification of the channel; that is, an estimate 
of the number of paths, P, and their time-delays. Details 
can be found in [4]. Once the signal has been acquired, 
the channel is iteratively estimated in the tracking mode 
briefly described below. 

Suppose an estimate of an is available. Then an estimate 
of the signal component, Bn, is obtained as: 

0 ,  = Real (zTHZ,,) , (3) 

H 
where zmT = &,/ (& &) = &/A4 is the MRC beam- 
former. This beamformer, which has been used in STAR, 
promises optimality in the case of uncorrelated white noise. 

Using the estimated signal comp_onent in, E, is updated 
at the bit rate in two steps. First, Bn+l is computed in the 
following LMS-type subspace tracking procedure [4]: 

(4) 

where p is an adaptation step-size. Next, the time-delay 
estimates are updated in a t r e g  algorithm. The esti- 
mated time-delays determine D,, which is used to refine 
the estimate of &+la considerably using structure fitting, 
providing the result [4]. 

111. OPTIMAL BEAMFORMING STRUCTURES 
In this section we propose optimal beamforming struc- 

tures to replace the MRC beamformer used in the classical 
version of STAR [4]. To provide a general expression for op- 
timal beamforming [6], we exploit in a first version all the 
temporal-correlation dimension L of the post-correlation 
data. To save computations in a second version, we re- 
duce this dimension to the number of paths P at the cost 
of some loss in interference rejection and near-far resis- 
tance. In other versions with intermediate dimensions, we 
achieve a better tradeoff between these extreme cases. Fi- 
nally, for practical implementation we propose a general 
adaptive structure for these beamformers. 

A .  Exploitation of Temporal Correlation 
As mentioned earlier, MRC is only optimal in the case 

of white noise. Therefore, we now consider the optimal 
beamformer for colored noise in the entire spatio-temporal 
observation space. With the observation model of Eq. (2) 
used here, the optimal beamformer is given by [6]: 

where RN - E C M L x M L  is the correlation matrix of the 
noise. 

( 5 )  is optimal, its implementation is 
extremely complex. Its complexity turns out to be 
proportional to the third power of the spatio-temporal 

Although Eq. 

observation-space dimension (i.e., M3 L3) [5].  Therefore, a 
simpler approach is sought. The idea is to r'educe as much 
as possible the dimension of the observation space, without 
excluding any of the M P diversity brancheai availiible. 

Evidently, we obtain the smallest dimension by extract- 
ing these M P  fingers in a RAKElike fashion, to yield the 
alternative observation vector E C M P x l  given by: 

X n  = Jnsn + H'n 7 (6)  

where the steering vector J, E C M P x l  holds the M P  di- 
versity branches from antennas and multipaths and E', E 
CMPx' is the transformed noise vector. and J,, are ob- 
tained from 2, and H,, respectively, by reshaping column- 
wise in one vector the following matrices: 

(7) 

where (D:D,)-lD: is a multi-dimensional temporal MRC 
beamformer [4] that operates like a finger selector at the 
multipath time-delays 71,. . , , rp. Using this model, II, in 
(5 )  is replaced by J, to arrive at the reduced complexity 
beamformer given by: 

It reduces complexity by a significant factor of ($:13. 
This beamformer is optimal in the reduced spatio- 

temporal observation-subspace. However, it is sub-optimal 
in the entire observation-space. Indeed, although we ex- 
ploit all diversity branches retained in the 0bse:rvation- 
subspace, all temporal correlation references or statistics 
in the discarded dimensions are excluded, which may de- 
grade the interference rejection. We will assess in section 
IV-A the penalty in interference rejection associatl?d with 
this approach and will show that it is not severe. 

In any case, we can increase the temporal dimension at 
the cost of a reasonable increase in complexity 9 3  as to 
improve interference rejection and near-far resistance. For 
instance, we may arbitrarily consider not only the t ime 
delays T ~ ,  but also the neighbors rp - T, and rp .t Te in 
an expanded version of the finger selector (DzDn:)-lDz, 
resulting in an observation model similar to Eq. (6) with 
the appropriate modified dimensions. We may also develop 
a selection strategy, but that is beyond the scope of this 
paper. We show later by simulations that exploiting the 
temporal correlation alone, following the simple strategy 
above, improves interference rejection and near-far resis- 
tance. We name this approach the extra-finger (X-finger) 
version. 

B. Adaptive Implementation 
The beamformers given above can be estimated using 

sample correlation matrices and channel estimates. How- 
ever, optimal beamforming is sensitive to estimation errors. 
Due to the rapid variations of a mobile channel, the noise 
correlation matrix and the channel-response change with 
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time and increase these errors. Therefore, an algorithm 
which adaptively implements the optimal beamformer is 
needed. We use below a time-adjusted version [5] of the 
Generalized Sidelobe Canceller (GSC) structure [8] to im- 
plement the reduced complexity beamformer of Eq. (8). 
Modifications for other beamformer dimensions (see previ- 
ous section) are ad hoc. The time-adjusted GSC structure 
is the following [5]: 

zn ) 

(9) 

w = H n / M  * i n  

L = B f L ,  

s^, = yn -yfL, 
xi,, = -n w’ +qyns^f, 

where B,E CMPxMP-’  is a signal-blocking matrix satis- 
fying BFL = QMp-l and BFBn = IMP-1, yn is the sig- 
nal component from the output of the MRC beamformer 
matched to J,, yn is the interference-reference vector, 
is the interference cancelling-filter, 1, is the signal com- 
ponent estimate and q is the adaptation step-size [8]. To 
rotate the noise subspace similarly to the rotation of the 
signal subspace spanned by Jn, note that the blocking ma- 
trix Bn must be adaptively updated at every iteration [5]. 
Fig. 1 shows the old MRC and the new time-adjusted GSC 
beamforming structures in the block diagram of STAR. 

(a) 

4 
I 
I 
I 

STAR 

(b) 
.................................... 

c- 

.......... ......... L . . . . . . . . . . .  

* 

T 
.... 

o:/(o:+o:) 0 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 

SNRO,, ldBl 6.00 5.92 5.92 5.91 5.90 
SNRO,, [dB] 6.00 4.68 3.48 1.89 -3.03 

reduced complexity beamformers described in the previous 
section with the MRC version. In section IV-B we com- 
pare the performance of STAR in colored noise in terms of 
B E R  and tracking “failure rate” when utilizing the MRC 
combiner and the GSC implementation of the reduced com- 
plexity beamformer. 

A.  Performance in Output SNR 
The SNRO for the MRC, optimal and reduced complex- 

ity beamformers is given by M2/(LWR~Hn), aWRi1& 
and JFq!Jn, respectively. These expressions can be 
cornputedexplicitly, given the spatio-temporal channel- 
response €& and the noise correlation matrix RE in the 
entire observation space. In particular, if we assume that 
the timedelays rp are multiples of the chip duration, then 
all the elements of R r  can be found in RE at the appro- 
priate indices. Jn is obtained in (7) from &. In the case 
of a single interfering jammer, we can write RE: 

RN = R i +  ~ % I M L  , (10) 

where U: is the white noise power. Rl is the correlation 
matrix of the interfering jammer. Its spatio-temporal ele- 

is given by1: 
ment of double index (kl ,  k2) E { 1,. ... ML} x { 1,. ... ML} 

where ap” is the channel response of the p t h  path from the 
jammer to the m-th sensor, pcc(z) is the cross-correlation 
function between the user and the jammer codes (note that 

path-delay of the jammer. 
pcc(z) = 0 for 121 2 L) and T; E (0.. . (L - 1)) is the p t h  

1 SNRO:~ ij 6.00 i 5.57 i 5.45 i 5.34 i 5.19 1 
Tab. 1. SNRO in dB for various beamformers a8 a function of the 

interference power relative to the total noise power. 

The SNRO results are listed in Tab. 1 for various val- 
ues of interference to total noise power ratio o;/(a: + a:) 
where U: is the power of the interfering jammer. They 
are obtained for a code length L = 32, M = 4 antennas 
and MP = 12 independent hyleigh distributed path gains 
(i.e., p = 3 path-delays), after averaging over 1000 differ- 
ent channel responses and noise correlations at an S N R  
of 0 dB after despreading. Subscripts ’mr’, ’op’ and ’rc’ 
refer to SNRO values for the MRC, optimal and reduced 

Fig. 1. Beamforming structures in the block diagram of STAR. 
(a): the old MRC beamformer. (b): the new time-adjusted GSC 
beamformer. 

IV. SIMULATIONS complexity beamformers, respectively. 
In section w-A we the performance in 

l ( k l ! k ? )  (n lM+rnl ,n2M+rn2)  where nl  and n2 E ( 1 . .  . L }  are 
the chip indices and r n 1  and rn2 E (1.. . M} are the antenna indices. to Noise Ratio at the Output (SNRO) of the optimal and 
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As the power of the interfering jammer increases, we ob- 
serve that the SNRO for MRC in the second row of Tab. 
1 drops very quickly from its maximum of 10 log,,(M) = 6 
dB (i.e., antenna gain) achieved in white noise. It shows 
the severe limitations of the MRC beamformer in colored 
noise. On the other hand, we note that the SNRO for 
the optimal beamformer in the third row remains almost 
constant at 6 dB, showing a significant and stable near-far 
resistance to an increasing power of the jammer. 

In the last row of Tab. 1, the reduced complexity beam- 
former approaches this performance with a tightly con- 
tained degradation of the SNRO. Since the optimal beam- 
former is computationally more complex, the reduced com- 
plexity beamformer can be regarded as a very good com- 
promise for practical implementation of STAR with a sig- 
nificant enhancement of its near-far resistance. In the fol- 
lowing we shall use the GSC structure to implement this 
beamformer. 

B. Performance in Failure Rate and BER 
The SNRO results given in the previous section are ob- 

tained by Monte Carlo simulation of theoretical expressions 
assuming perfect channel identification and tracking with 
any of the studied beamformers and in any near-far situ- 
ation. In practice, channel identification and tracking do 
not respond equally to the above conditions. Besides, they 
completely fail in critical near-far situations, more so with 
less resistant beamformers. The SNRO results do not pro- 
vide realistic insights of practical beamformer performance 
and should be complemented by other criteria. In this sec- 
tion we compare the performance of STAR in terms of the 
tracking failure rate and the BER over the successful runs 
(see explanations shortly below) when utilizing the MRC 
and the GSC beamformers. 

We consider both the frequency-selective case with P = 3 
paths of equal strength and the non-selective case (i.e., P = 
1). The corresponding M P  Rayleigh fading multipaths are 
generated independently following the model of Jakes [9] 
for a mobile speed of 5 km/h and a carrier frequency of 
1.9 GHz; resulting in a maximum Doppler of 10 Hz at a 
BPSK data rate of 9.6 kbits/sec. We also implement power 
control as described in [4]. 

The tested CDMA system consists of a desired user and 
a jammer which transmits at a power level significantly ex- 
ceeding that of the desired user. All other users are mod- 
eled as AWGN at a nominal S N R  value2 of 8 dB after 
despreading. In each simulation we employ new random 
codes with a processing gain L = 128 for both the desired 
user and the jammer. The initial time-delays of the desired 
signal and the jammer are chosen randomly with a maxi- 
mum spread of 14 chips and are all changed linearly at a 
rate of -2.5 and 2.5 chips/sec3, respectively. The step-size 
values in Eqs. (4) and (9) are p = 0.04 and r )  = O.Ol,.re- 
spectively. Finally, the interference cancelling-filter is 

2The actual S N R  cannot be fixed because of imperfect power con- 
trol. However, it deviates only slightly from the nominal one. 

3This arbitrarily-shaped time-drift can be attributed to mobile rel- 
ative motion and/or to uncertainty of transmitter and receiver clocks. 

initialized to Q M p - l ,  reflecting the critical situation where 
the jammer appears abruptly at iteration 0. 

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 
bit iteration 

Fig. 2. Channel identification errors of STAR with the MltC and 
GSC beamformers at an S I R  of 2 dB with 2 antennas in selective 
Rayleigh fading. 

To gain a better understanding of the tracking fail- 
ure rate, we show in Fig. 2 channel identification errors 
(i.e.,  11 f fI&JM12) of STAR with the MRC and GSC 
beamformers at an SIR of 2 dB. The solid curve indicates 
that the GSC structure is near-far resistant to the jammer 
during the selected observation interval of 125 mscc. On 
the other hand, the semi-dashed curve shows that MRC 
performs nearly as well as the GSC until iteration n N 620 
where the tracking loop breaks (i.e., fails) without auy pos- 
sible relock, resulting in a very low SNRO and a very large 
BER. In such situations, the link is dropped in practice. 
We therefore provide for either beamformers the failure 
rate (i.e., failing runs) and the BER computed over the 
successful runs. Many criteria can be applied to det'zmine 
when tracking fails. For the sake of simplicity, tracking is 
said to fail in the following if the mean square error of the 
time-delay estimates over the last 200-iteration ir.terval, 
E { ('i - T ) ~ } ,  is greater than 0.04 (which has been verified 
to be a proper choice with the S N R  and SIR valut!s used 
in the simulations). 

d a 2 ; b - ? - l o - ! *  
SIR [dB] 

100 

lo-' 

E c 
1 04 

t 

Fig. 3. Performance of MRC and GSC vs. S I R  with 2 antennas in 
selective Rayleigh fading. (a): failure rate. (b): BER. 

Figs. 3a and 3b respectively depict the failure rate and 
the BER versus SIR for the MRC and GSC beamform- 
ers with M = 2 antennas in the frequency-selectife case 
( i .e. ,  P = 3). They show that STAR with the GSC gains 
significantly in near-far resistance compared to thc previ- 
ous version with MRC. In Fig. 3a, the MRC bearr.former 
proves to be robust to an interfering jammer with a min- 
imum SIR of around 10-11 dB whereas the GSC offers 
improved robustness to an additional 2 dB of interference 
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power. At a failure rate of lo%, we measure a gain in SIR 
of the GSC over MRC of about 3-4 dB, which becomes 
greater at higher failure rates. On the other hand, at  a re- 
quired BER of 1% (before FEC decoding), Fig. 3b shows 
that STAR with the GSC can handle a jamming interferer 
about 2-3 dB stronger than with MRC. At increasing SIR 
values approaching the white noise case, both beamformers 
tend to offer similar performance in BER. 

Fig. 4. Performance of MRC and GSC vs. S I R  with 4 antennas in 
selective Rayleigh fading. (a): failure rate. (b): BER.  

In Fig. 4, we show that two additional antennas (i.e., 
M = 4) further improve the interference rejection and near- 
far resistance significantly at an SNR of 5 dB (to obtain 
results comparable to the two-antenna case). At a fail- 
ure rate of lo%, we measure in Fig. 4a a gain in SIR of 
the GSC over MRC of about 6dB, twice as much as the 
case with two antennas. In Fig. 4a, the BER improve- 
ment is significant too. At a BER of 1%, the GSC offers 
an additional SIR margin as high as 7 dB. At high SIR 
values approaching the white noise case, note that the per- 
turbation errors due to the unnecessary adaptations of the 
GSC structure become noticeable and limit its BER per- 
formance compared to MRC. 

Fig. 5. Failure rate of MRC and GSC vs. S I R  with 2 antennas in 
non-selective Rayleigh fading. (a): GSC implements the reduced 
complexity beamformer. (b): GSC implements the X-finger ver- 
sion. 

In Fig. 5, we briefly study the non-selective case (i.e., 
P = 1) to show the advantage of exploiting the temporal 
correlation (see section 111-A). Fig. 5a shows that MRC 
and the GSC implementation of the reduced complexity 
beamformer offer about the same performance. Clearly, 
the dimension of the observation subspace exploited by the 
reduced complexity beamformer of MP = 2 leaves only one 
degree of freedom for interference and noise reduction and 

1 

thus allows only a negligible improvement of near-far resis- 
tance. As suggested in section 111-A, we can expand this 
dimension to 3 M P  in the X-finger version to enhance near- 
far resistance without compromising complexity. Clearly, 
this modified version of the GSC in Fig. 5b offers a no- 
ticeable SIR gain over MRC - roughly 2-3 dB at a failure 
rate of 10% - and confirms the advantage of exploiting the 
temporal correlation to improve near-far resistance. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
To improve the near-far resistance of STAR in colored 

noise, we replaced the MRC combiner with an optimal 
beamformer. By theoretical analysis of the output SNR, 
we observe that optimum combining of the antenna and 
multipath diversity branches performs near as well as op- 
timum beamforming in the entire spatio-temporal obser- 
vation space. To put this reduced complexity beamformer 
from theory into practice, we proposed a low complexity 
time-adjusted implementation of the adaptive GSC beam- 
former. Simulation results indicate that the original version 
of STAR is modestly robust to a strong interfering jammer. 
On the other hand, they show that the time-adjusted GSC 
structure significantly enhances the near-far resistance of 
the modified STAR. Finally, they suggest that exploiting 
additional temporal correlation fingers as interference ref- 
erences can improve near-far resistance in poor diversity 
situations without compromising complexity. The mod- 
ified STAR and the adaptive optimum beamformer may 
find significant applications in CDMA systems supporting 
multi-rate transmission with different received power lev- 
els. They may also reduce the loss due to imperfect power 
control in equal-rate transmissions. 
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